
Unique solution to a camera firmware lock issue

The following solution has been developed by myself and published on 5th Aug. 2019

[SOLVED] Xiaomi Xiao Yi HOME CN12 – This camera can only be used within China

https://controsensi.blogspot.com/2019/08/solved-xiaomi-xiao-yi-home-cn12-this.html

https://controsensi.blogspot.com/2019/08/solved-xiaomi-xiao-yi-home-cn12-this.html


Hardware, software, videos and other works/solutions I 
published

On my (draft) website, I store a collection of my unique hardware and software works I've done a 
published over the years, and a couple of YouTube videos related to a solution I developed on Android.

http://www.controsensi.it/

http://www.controsensi.it/


DUTraffic_Reset&Run: unique automated solution
On 25th Jan 2015 I published a complete unique automated solution based on the use of Windows Shell
Scripting commands together with a third party freeware.

The final WSH code was of about 1500 lines.

I also wrote and published a comprehensive documentation on how to install and use.

http://www.controsensi.it/DUTRR/DUTRR.html

http://www.controsensi.it/DUTRR/DUTRR.html


Small app for Android
On December 2014 I've written the code for a sort of wrapper app for Android that allows to call the 
notification service and build, trigger, customize notifications via shell commands.

Then on April 2017 I published the code on GitHub along with usage WiKi documentation.

https://github.com/halnovemila/Notify4Scripts

https://github.com/halnovemila/Notify4Scripts


Innovative solution to a storage issue caused by auto updates
Solution conceived by me and posted on XDA Developer Forum  on 24th November 2014

[TRICK] How to stop Google Play Store self update - easy!

https://forum.xda-developers.com/galaxy-y/general/trick-how-to-disable-google-play-store-t2951378

https://forum.xda-developers.com/galaxy-y/general/trick-how-to-disable-google-play-store-t2951378


Android app reverse engineering tutorial
Tutorial that I wrote and published on XDA Developers forum on 24th May 2016

[GUIDE][MOD][APP] Modify chomp SMS to make it look exactly as SGY SMS app

https://forum.xda-developers.com/android/apps-games/guide-modify-chomp-sms-to-make-look-
t3385189

https://forum.xda-developers.com/android/apps-games/guide-modify-chomp-sms-to-make-look-t3385189
https://forum.xda-developers.com/android/apps-games/guide-modify-chomp-sms-to-make-look-t3385189
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